
Thanks for choosing a KC HiLiTES product. We take pride in building the highest quality, best engineered systems
possible. Your satisfaction with our product is important, so if you have any questions, please call our customer service line
at 800-528-0950. For warranty information, visit our website at www.kchilites.com.

Parts Included
2 - Cyclone LEDs 6 - Wire ties
1 - Harness with switch, bracket and fuse 2 ft - Protective tubing
2 - Mounting screws and washers

MOUNTING THE SWITCH
1. Locate an area near battery or along fender . Install(photo A)

the switch bracket using the supplied screw.. Do Not Over
Tighten. Install the switch with the wires pointing toward the
battery. Install the weatherproof cap on the switch. Ensure
the switch is in the off position.

WIRING THE CYCLONE LEDS
1. Route the two pairs of red and black wiring along the fender

toward the windshield where the fender meets the under
hood ventilation area.

2. Route the wires through the opening in the corner of the
hood. (photo B)

3. Feed the wires behind the hood support ribs to the first large opening. Leave the shorter pair hang loose and
continue behind the ribs with the longer pair to the second opening on the passenger side.

4. Find a suitable location on the hood ribs, near the end of each the harness wires to mount your Cyclones. Drill
1/8” holes and attach Cyclones using supplied hardware. (CAUTION - If possible, place a small block of wood
behind the point you are drilling to guard against accidentally drilling into the outer hood) Plug each of the
Cyclones into the wire harness.

5. Back near the switch, attach the black ground wire to the factory ground near the battery or other(photo A)
good chassis ground. Install the red power wire to the positive side of the battery.

6. Cover and secure wiring as needed with the supplied wire ties and tubing.

YOU’RE DONE
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Instructions for KC #355
Two Cyclone LED Lights for

Universal Under Hood Mounting
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